LIVESTOCK EQUIPMENT
For Sheep and Cattle management

The original ‘snacker’
and still the best by far!
Used by 1000’s of satisfied customers

Save time

Save money

Reduce wastage
Gold Supporter of

Designed and manufactured in the UK... top quality equipment that works!
National Sheep Association

www.dialadigger.co.uk

LOGIC MULTI-FEEDER
Feed livestock quickly. Drop feed at the best spacing to avoid
food trampling. Keep livestock apart and to eat without stress.
Handles nuts,cobs,rolls, pencils and most home mixes
365 litre hopper capacity, or 625 litres with extension kit.

Drop size is simply adjusted with no tools required.
The control box can be mounted in a favourable position close to the driver.
Shutter operation can be stopped and started without losing the drop count,
allowing the operator to make the best use of suitable ground. The digital display
automatically shuts down 15 minutes after last use preventing unnecessary drain
on the vehicle battery.

Proven on thousands of farms

Once the calibration has been completed, which takes about 5 minutes, the operator knows
how much is being dropped in each pile. Thereafter the drop counter will record how many
drops have been given in any one batch to calculate the total amount fed. After that it is a
question of maintaining a forward speed that will give the required spacing between heaps
to suit the type of livestock being fed.
Fill from a bulk store.

Model LMF870K including 25x10-12 wheels and tyres,
tonneau cover, sheep fender and mudguards.











Saves Time
Saves Money
Saves Waste
Easy To Use
Accurate
Controllable
Reliable
Robust
Options
Easily Towed

No bagging of feed, fill straight from a hopper, feeds livestock quickly
Buy feeds in bulk, or home mixes stored on floor
Drop spacing ensures livestock don’t trample feed and eat every bit
Simple set up, thereafter fill the hopper for several groups of livestock
Hopper shape and drop chute ensures consistent flow rate and drop size
Drop counter with on/off switch and reset button - it’s a piece of cake!
Proven technology with simple design used over many years
Strong all welded construction, galvanised for long life
Tandem axle, road legal, various covers, tyres and mudguards etc.
Use any suitable vehicle - control box allows operation from the driver’s seat

LMF570K equally at home feeding cattle.

Home mix.
Ground clearance is important and is the
same as a trailer, with no components
below axle height that could be
damaged by rocks, mud and snow.
LMF570K including 22x11-8
wheels and tyres with
tonneau cover, sheep fender
and mudguards.

Part of a large flock of sheep feeding typically as the Logic Multi-Feeder is used. This demonstrates how the sheep naturally feed head to head in small groups
with plenty of space between each pile of food.

Optional hard top bale rack LMF112.

LMF570TA Tandem Axle model with optional LMF108 hopper
extension and LMF109 tonneau cover.
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BALE TRAILER LBT100
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This tipping bale trailer has a dual pivot system to make loading
easy for bales of hay, straw and silage up to a maximum of 600kg.
Back up to bale, secure strap
2

SST457TATP tandem axle model, 1800mm long
including side-hinged mesh tailgate.

Secure the winch strap
3

SST407TP model, 1500mm long including side-hinged mesh
tailgate and 22x11-8 flotation wheels and tyres.
The LBT100 features top quality 23x10.5-12 low ground pressure
wheels and tyres to help with cross compliance issues in soft
ground. It also has a glavanised chassis and swivel hitch for
additional safety.

Winch bale onto the chassis
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Lock cradle onto the chassis

OXR800 model fitted with optional XT105
solid headboard, XT202 drop down mesh
sides kit, XT106 mesh ramp tailgate
and XT202-10A support wire kit (right).

Geared winch (below)
enables effortless lifting
and controlled unloading.
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Secure the unloading strap

OXR400TA fitted with
optional sides and
divider gates.

BOWSER RANGE - provides an easy way to get liquid feeds or water to the location of your
choice. Supplied as trailed, deck mounted or 3 point linkage models. They feature strong
rotationally moulded tanks of 270lt and 600lt capacity, with 2” dia outlet hoses and 1/4 turn taps.
Ideal for livestock farms or equestrian units where one person
can safely carry bales, towed by any suitable vehicle.

Drive to the offloading site
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LOGIC LIVESTOCK TRAILERS are the result of innovative
manufacturing techniques to provide a unique balance
of strength with minimum unladen weight for durability
and fuel economy for the towing vehicle. They feature an
all-welded monocoque construction, galvanised for long
term protection, bolt-in stub axles for ease of replacement,
bead-lock wheel rims for added safety, top quality wheels
and tyres and swivel hitch for Health & Safety compliance.
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Release lock, start to winch
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Reach balance point, push bale
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Remove straps, job done.

TRAILED BOWSER - SLB400 270lt capacity with
low ground pressure 22x11-8 wheels for use
on soft ground.

For further information visit dialadigger.co.uk | email: dialdigger.co.uk | Call: 0800-0-853-853

DECK MOUINTED DMB300
(above) 270lt capacity, seen
here mounted in a UTV cargo
bed allowing space for other
feeds or materials. It could
be easily fitted into a
pick-up or trailer towed by
any suitable vehicle.

TM

the most efficient weed wiper system available
YARD SCRAPER S210 1.3m wide. For UTVs,
POWER BRUSH S215H - with a working UTS210-1.8m wide.
width of 1.35m for ATVs, ideal for roads,
yards and footpaths, etc. UTV model,
UTS215 working width of 1.68m.

CONTACT 2000 WEED WIPER CTF250DSK - Targets all taller weeds including rush and bracken, saving grass
and clover. Unique brush applicator has a combing action ensuring effective chemical transfer in one pass.
TRACTOR MOUNTED GRASSLAND MODEL
CTM600W - 6.0m wide with height control wheels
and hydraulics set to ‘float’.

GROUND DRIVEN SALT SPREADER
GDS150R - will spread ‘Rock Salt‘.
SNOW PLOUGH UTS201 - 1.8m wide
with electric raise and lower.
It has a rubber wearing strip and
‘break-back’ safety system.
ATV and UTV models available.

Folded to transport
position easily passes
through a 3.0m gate.

SCRUB BUSTER FLAIL MOWER MFT100 -1.0m wide
with flotation wheels for soft or rough ground.
Large range available.
ELECTRO-BROADCASTER
EBC-TFS120PSL - designed
for the grassland farmer
with low rates achievable
for grass, rape seed, clover
and stubble turnips etc.
Large range available.

Videos Available Online
Indicates video of product in action visit:

SAFETY HELMET ATV032/033 allows the user to wear spectacles
and use a mobile phone.

GROUND DRIVEN SPREADER LDS240 simple and robust, spreads up to 15.0m.
Other models available.

HANDLEBAR MUFFS ATV005/B - with thermal
lining and good access to controls.

DIAL A DIGGER

HEATED GRIPS ATV049L2 Off/High/Low, settings ideal for
varying conditions.

WINDSCREENS ATVXXX - made
from durable materials to provide
protection from inclement weather.

0800-0-853-853

LogicToday.co.uk

Logic builds high standards of safety and reliability into its products. For example all towed products benefit from a swivel hitch built into the drawbar. Where fitted, low ground pressure wheels and tyres all have bead-lock rims.
These essential features are included without compromise to improve customer safety. Always ensure the vehicle you intend to use with Logic products is suitable for the task. Due to continuous development Logic Manufacturing Ltd. reserves the right to alter specifications without notice.

www.dialadigger.co.uk
sales@dialadigger.co.uk
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